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Does constitutional law represent the dogma of the educated elite? Although one of our co-panelists takes this question as a springboard for broad argument about contemporary “culture wars,” we prefer to take the question on its own terms. That seems, frankly, more interesting. But what are those terms exactly? Upon reflection, all three of the question’s key terms—“dogma,” “educated elite,” and “constitutional law”—pose interpretive troubles. Luckily, they are fruitful ones. In this brief essay, we will try to show that, in an important sense, the question we were charged with discussing is trivially true and uninteresting. We feel, therefore, it is the wrong question to ask. Instead, heeding the original question’s critical thrust, we suggest a different, comparative question, one which ultimately leads us to defend constitutional law as a general practice. In the end, we believe, democracy requires a robust form of it.

I. DOGMA?

Let’s start by looking closely at the term “dogma.” What does it convey? To some, it undoubtedly suggests that constitutional law is a knee-jerk and smug practice, one that rests on inadequately justified assumptions. To others, it may suggest that constitutional law is intolerant, illiberal, and authoritarian. To some, it probably suggests both. Of which of these types of dogmatism, if either, is constitutional law guilty?

At one deep level the answer has to be both. Like nearly every other interesting social practice, constitutional law rests at some point on assumptions running so deep that they can only be asserted, not justified. Indeed, to the extent we do justify them, we do so only by resorting to other cultural beliefs and practices, which in turn hang on still other beliefs and practices, perhaps including the very ones we
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originally set out to justify. Ultimately, the field of cultural belief and practice rests largely on itself with little, if anything, outside validating its major parts. In this sense, constitutional law simply cannot be deeply self-critical. But that is less a criticism than an inevitability.

Similarly, like all our central cultural practices, constitutional law does not tolerate some outcomes. Any meaningful social practice has to reject certain values. Otherwise, it would have no commitments to stand on and nowhere to go. Ultimately, any completely open practice would be vacuous, just as, in real life, any completely open mind would have to be empty. Consider for a moment one of our most central political practices: democracy. It is very open. It allows people to express a wide range of opinions and to implement many different visions of the good. Yet, it certainly excludes much that some people are deeply committed to—dictatorship of the proletariat and theocracy, to give just two examples.

But practices can be smug and intolerant to different degrees and in different ways. Some may invite internal criticism, some may reject it, and some may be more open to competing commitments than may others. Democracy, for example, permits greater questioning of its own merit and of the merit of various public policies than do most forms of theocracy. The more interesting question, then, is not whether constitutional law is dogmatic—it surely is—but whether it is more dogmatic than its major competitor: politics. Is constitutional law less self-critical and tolerant than politics?

On this point, we are officially agnostic, though, frankly, we do have some suspicions. For one thing, it is not, as many seem to assume, self-evident that constitutional law is more self-satisfied and intolerant than politics. Indeed, self-questioning and openness are characteristics we typically celebrate in judicial
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But many of these descriptions, like “[l]ching; longing; uneasy with desire or longing,” would apply equally well to non-obscene depictions of sex. Others, like “morbid,” would not seem to be required, for healthy but vivid explicitness will do. To the extent the definition works, it must rest on terms like “lascivious” and “lewd.” But what do these terms mean? The same dictionary defines “lascivious” as “wanton; lewd; lustful,” WEBSTER’S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 1395 (Unabridged 2d ed. 1949), and “lewd” as “lustful; libidinous; lascivious; unchaste,” id. at 1423. The key legal term, in other words, is defined by reference to other terms that largely rely on each other for their meaning. No matter where we turn, one set of social practices underwrites another.

opinions. It is also not clear to us that constitutional law rests on less well-justified assumptions than does politics. For one thing, politics does not have to justify its outcomes substantively. It often does, of course, but in the end democratic procedure, not the merits, legitimizes political outcomes. One of the wonderful things about our politics is that voters can make stupid, but legitimate, decisions. Finally, we don’t see that constitutional law is less tolerant than politics. Politics may, of course, permit some outcomes that constitutional law would not, but many of those outcomes are themselves intolerant. It is somewhat ironic that decisions protecting individual choice from legislative regulation most often provoke the charge of intolerance. In these cases, judicial intolerance means rejecting legislative regulation which is itself intolerant of some individual choices. Which type of intolerance should count more?

At the deepest level, once we get beyond the indisputable fact that courts rely on the Constitution to strike down some politically enacted measures, it is far less clear that “constitutional law” and “popular democracy” are inevitably conflicting practices. Our history shows that broadly inclusive, majoritarian popular democracy is itself in large part the product of constitutional law. To us, there is considerable irony in the fact that Alexander Bickel’s The Least Dangerous Branch, which coined the phrase “counter-majoritarian difficulty,” was published in 1962, the very year when the Supreme Court launched the Reapportionment Revolution. For much of American history, the franchise itself was dramatically restricted by practices such as literacy tests, poll taxes, and other restrictive registration requirements. Moreover, the reapportionment schemes that produced congressional delegations and state legislatures were structurally counter-majoritarian; that is, they deliberately gave disproportionate power to numerical minorities such as rural
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voters in Tennessee or upstate voters in New York. The Supreme Court—in an act that the dissenters passionately castigated as the dogmatic imposition of the majority’s own political philosophy—imposed the requirement of one person, one vote, which forms a key starting point for majority rule. It is only because the Constitution gives Congress the power to enforce guarantees of due process and equal protection against the states, and their existing “democratic” arrangements, which the national political culture continued the work of imposing more inclusive politics from the top down, through passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and the National Voter Registration Act of 1993.

Even today, political outcomes are only imperfect evidence of majoritarian choice. In an important sense, our vision of elections is especially dogmatic. Americans seem quite smug and unself-critical about a basic piece of our election system, the use of winner-take-all single-member districts to elect legislators. But the result of this practice—which few other Western democracies and virtually none of the emerging democracies use as much as we do—is that an appalling high percentage of American voters cast wasted votes, that is, votes that do not contribute to the actual election of a candidate. Vote wastage contributes to a sense of voter frustration, as many citizens come to believe that their votes don’t really count. Moreover, because the wastage is often not random—it is the intended consequence of gerrymandering—the election results may provide a skewed picture of popular sentiment. In this light, the 1994 Republican Revolution seems quite overblown. It turns out that fewer than twenty percent of eligible voters voted for winning Republican candidates, and roughly a third of all votes cast were
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"wasted." And given that only slightly more than one-third of all eligible voters even bothered to cast a ballot, perhaps we should be even more skeptical of a claim that constitutional law is a singularly dogmatic practice.

II. ELITISM?

The second key term in the question, "educated elite," proves just as troubling. To some, the term will merely suggest that constitutional law is the work product of educated people. To others, it will suggest a more critical point: that it is the work product of people who are out of touch with and contemptuous of the common person. To still others, it will suggest that constitutional law reflects an antidemocratic and condescending intellectualism.

Like the charge of dogmatism, the charge of educational elitism is trivially true in one sense. Constitutional law does represent the work product of highly educated people. The judges, attorneys, and law clerks who most deeply shape constitutional law have received more schooling than most people. And, as a group, the Founders were certainly highly educated. That much is uncontroversial. As before, then, the more interesting question is a comparative one: are constitutional law's shapers more educated and more elite than the people who shape politics? Again, we're agnostic. The political elite is itself well-educated and the people who directly shape the largest body of our law—regulatory law—are certainly well-educated too.

If it has any bite, the charge of educational elitism must mean that the educated people who shape constitutional law are more out of touch with the common person than are the educated people who shape other types of law. Is that true?

Here, too, our experience should caution us in assuming that political outcomes are themselves exempt from charges of elitism. Consider just the simple question of participation itself. As we have already noted, most people do not vote. Of more salience for the present discussion, voting tends to be directly correlated with income and education. Thus, to the extent that political outcomes reflect the electorate, they too are likely to reflect the sentiments of a more educated and more elite group than the people as a whole.

Our system of campaigns and campaign finance may further skew political influence toward the wealthy. Modern campaigns require money, and lots of it, to
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communicate messages to the voters. Thus, groups with money are more likely to have effective access both to voters before the election and to politicians afterwards. In the political arena, the First Amendment seems to operate entirely as a negative liberty. By contrast, there are several features of the judicial system that at least dampen somewhat the effects of pre-existing wealth distributions. Litigants, unlike politicians, can proceed in forma pauperis. Criminal defendants must be given lawyers. And on a more prosaic level, the Supreme Court gives both sides the same amount of time to present their argument to the justices regardless of disparities in wealth. We don’t mean to be naively optimistic—despite the Supreme Court’s protestations to the contrary, the amount of money people have is often a pretty good indicator of how much justice they can obtain. But we do see the ability of the elite to get its way in the political system as a reason not to assume that constitutional law is a more hospitable playing field than ordinary politics.

Our history, in fact, suggests that economic elites are quite capable of achieving their ends through ordinary politics. At the turn of the last century, for example, the planter aristocracy in the South pursued a strategy of divide-and-conquer that fractured the populist coalition of blacks and poor whites. Today, we may be witnessing a similar creation of so-called “wedge” issues that drive apart groups who might otherwise make economic common cause.

Again, once we get beyond a few high-profile examples trumpeted by social conservatives, it turns out that many of the most expansive areas of judicial intervention serve the interests of citizens at the bottom of the social, economic, and political orders rather than at the top. The criminal procedure revolution provides a particularly powerful example. Prior to the Warren Court, what sort of people were being stopped and searched by police for no reason or invidious reasons; arrested without probable cause; railroaded through the system without lawyers; or
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being tried before unrepresentative, improperly instructed juries? Not the members of the educated elite. For the most part, members of the educated elite—unless they were also members of some other marginalized group, such as blacks or gays—did not need constitutional protections: the political system in which they exercised a fair degree of power was responsive to their demands for respectful treatment and due process. As we have already suggested, it is no accident that the brutalities of the criminal justice system fell most heavily on groups that were also excluded, either formally or practically, from democratic politics.

III. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW?

We all assume we know our field of inquiry, but what does “constitutional law” mean in the question we were given? Is the question meant to attack only particular methods of constitutional interpretation? In other words, does the question envision constitutional law narrowly as just nonoriginalist interpretation, or, more narrowly still, as just one form of nonoriginalism—say, fundamental values as opposed to natural law or process theory? Or does the question aim at larger targets, perhaps at all forms of judicial review or at the very idea of constitutionalism itself? We find this last prospect most interesting. For, in one sense, constitutionalism is necessarily elitist. Its bite lies in its counter-majoritarianism. Even if we could identify and straightforwardly apply a “Founders’ Constitution,” for example, we would open ourselves up to charges of both dogmatism and elitism. Not only that, we’d be guilty! Perhaps, then, the panel’s question in the end turns back onto itself. Does the critique it implicitly contains ultimately devour all constitutionalism? That is no reason, of course, not to ask the question—just a caution to those who wish that their wishes may come true.

Recent experience suggests yet another cautionary point. Constitutional law is not just—and on the state level, perhaps not even primarily\(^{34}\)—something judges do. It is also something that the people themselves do. So Proposition 209 in California—which bars all popularly elected government bodies in California from engaging in race- or gender-conscious affirmative action\(^{35}\)—is constitutional law. Amendment 2 in Colorado—which placed extraordinary obstacles in the path of
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attaining civil rights for gays and lesbians—was constitutional law. To say that constitutional law is the product of the educated elite is to talk about only one kind of constitutional law produced by one kind of people in one kind of system. When the Constitution of Colorado dictates one thing while the Constitution of the United States demands another, we cannot answer the question of what each constitution means, and which constitution should prevail, by claiming that one is the product of democratic deliberation and the other the product of dogmatic elitism. Rather, we must confront substantive issues head on. That means recognizing that the antidote to elitist dogma is not unquestioning populism but rather careful and open-minded thought about what the Constitution and democratic self-government require.